Cylinder head design of experiment by using the Wärtsilä Digital Design Platform
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Summary. Cylinder Head Design of Experiment (DOE) was carried out by using the Wärtsilä digital design platform. The overall goal has been to create a simulation process to perform a complete cylinder head thermal-structural calculation and create a DOE over that process to vary the inputs, the geometrical parameters under optimization, in a fully automatic workflow. The outputs, uploaded to the DOE activity, were used to rank the input effects on the output response, to capture response sensitivity to input changes, to identify parameter interactions and, at the end, to estimate the optimal design.
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Introduction

A DOE activity for optimizing geometrical parameters for a new cylinder head is implemented by using the Wärtsilä digital design platform [5, 1]. The overall goal is to create a simulation process to perform a complete cylinder head thermal-structural calculation and create a DOE over that process to vary the inputs, the geometrical parameters under optimization, in a fully automatic workflow. In the digital design platform, the simulation process is created by a sequence of activities, represented by blue blocks, organized in a workflow according to the specific calculation process [6, 7]. Each activity contains a sequence of adapters that represent how the task is achieved (Figure 1).

Simulation process

The simulation process is performed for the assembly which includes all the main components connected to the cylinder head [7]. The specific simulation process workflow consists of a main DOE activity that reads input and output parameters from the activities contained in its subflow. DOE provides as the input to the first activity of its subflow, the NX one, a set of values of the parameters under optimization. For each input parameter,
there are defined a range of variability and a number of splitting points of the ranges on the basis of the DOE technique chosen [8].

In the NX activity the new 3D CAD is changed according to the input parameter values coming from the DOE activity. The output is a Parasolid file for the next two different activities executed in parallel, the CFD and the FEM mesh activities.

In the CFD activity the component temperatures are simulated with the Star-CCM+ software [4] as conjugate heat transfer simulation where both the thermal load from combustion and the cooling water flow are simulated at the same time [7].

In the FEM mesh activity, all the components are meshed and the assembly contacts defined, considering shrink fits and clearances according to the instructions of the internal adapters.
The next activity, the FEM one, is related to the calculation of the stresses and strains caused by assembly and the thermal and cylinder pressure loads with ABAQUS finite element simulation [3] and the lifetime estimation with fe-safe SIMULIA software [2]. The fe-safe SIMULIA software provides the lifetime estimation for each point in the cylinder head, taking into account the engine operating profile and a critical plane multi-axial fatigue algorithm [2].

More than a hundred output parameters, to upload into DOE activity, are defined. The most important ones are the lifetime estimation for the cylinder head according to a specific engine operating profile, temperatures, deformations and contact pressures for the main assembly components. Finally, all outputs are uploaded to the DOE activity for a post-processing analysis.

With the DOE post-processing, it is possible to rank the input effects on the output response, to capture the response sensitivity to input changes, to identify parameter interactions and, finally, to estimate the optimal design (Figure 2).
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